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The Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam is given semiannually by

the National Council of Engineering Examiners (NCEE) and is one of
the requirements for obtaining a Professional Engineering License. A
portion of this exam contains problems in dynamics, and this appendix
provides a review of the subject matter most often asked on this exam.

Before solving any of the problems, you should review the sections

indicated in each chapter in order to become familiar with the boldfaced
definitions and the procedures used to solve the various types of
problems. Also, review the example problems in these sections.

The following problems are arranged in the same sequence as the

topics in each chapter. Besides helping as preparation for the FE exam,

these problems also provide additional examples for general practice of
the subject matter. Partial solutions and answers to all the problems are

given at the back of this appendix.
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655 . APPENDIX D Review for the Fundamentals of Engineering Examination

Chapter 1 2-Review Sections 12.1, 12.+12.6,
12.8-12.9

D-1. The position of a particle 1t s : (0.5/3 + 4t) ft,
where t is in seconds. Determine the velocity and the
acceleration of the particle when I : 3 s.

D-2. After traveling a distance of 100 m, a particle
reaches a velocity of 30 m/s, starting from rest. Determine
its constant acceleration.

D-3. A particle moves in a straight line such that
s : (I2t3 + 2P + 3r) m, where r is in seconds. Determine
the velocity and acceleration of the particle when / : 2 s.

D-4. A particle moves along a straight line such that
a: (4f - 2)mlsz,whererisinseconds.When/ : 0,the
particle is located 2 m to the left of the origin, and when
t : 2s, it is 20 m to the left of the origin. Determine the
position of the particle when t : 4 s.

D-5. Determine the speed at which the basketball at,4
must be thrown at the angle of 30" so that it makes it to
the basket at B.

D-7. Water is sprayed at an angle of 90o from the slope
at20 mls. Determine the range R.

Prob. D-7

D-8. An automobile is traveling with a constant speed
along a horizontal circular curve that has a radius of
p : 250 m. If the magnitude of acceleration is a : 1.5 m/sl.
determine the speed at which the automobile is travelin-q.

D-9. A boat is traveling along a circular path having a

radius of 30 m. Determine the magnitude of the boat's
acceleration if at a given instant the boat's speed is
a : 6 mls and the rate of increase in speed is b : 2 mls2.

D-10. A train travels along a horizontal circular curve
that has a radius of 600 m. If the speed of the train is
uniformly increased from 40 km/h to 60 km/h in 5 s.

determine the magnitude of the acceleration at the instant
the speed of the train is 50 km/h.

D-11. At a given instant, the automobile has a speed of
25 m/s and an acceleration of 3 m/s2 acting in the
direction shown. Determine the radius of curvature of the
path and the rate of increase of the automobile's speed-

Prob. D-11

I
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v

v

D-1:
orde

Prob. D-5

D-6. A particle moves with curvilinear motion in the
x-y plane such that the y component of motion is
described by the equation y : Qf) m, where t is in
seconds. If the particle starts from rest at the origin when
I : 0, and maintains a constant acceleration in the x
direction of 12mf s2, determine the particle's speed when
t :2s.



D-12. At the instant shown, cars A and B are traveling

ut th. .p".d, shown. lf B is accelerating at 1200 km/h2

while zi maintains a constant specd, determine the

velocity and acceleration of A with respect to B'
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Chapter 13-Review Sections 13'1-'13'5

D-14. The effective weight of a man in an elevator

varies between 130 lb and 170 lb while he is riding in the

elevator. When the elevator is at rest the man weighs

153 lb. Determine how fast the elevator car can accelerate'

going up and going down'

D-15. Neglecting friction and the mass of the pulley and

cord. determine the acceleration at which the 4-kg block

B wili descend. What is the tension in the cord? Block ''1

has a mass of 2 kg'
I

l

I

l
/

20 km

BrF.;r.^

Itrob. I)-12

D-13. Determine the sPeed of Point
order to lift the Platform at 2 mf s.

Prob' l)-15

D-16. The blocks are suspended over a pulley by a rope'

Neglecting the mass of the rope and the pulley' de.termine

thJacceleiation of both blocks and the tension in the rope'

ir
Fl,,*,

P on the cable in

llrob. D-I3 Proh. D-l(r
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D-17. Block B rests upon a smooth surface. If the
coefficients of static and kinetic friction between,4 and
B are p',: 0.4 and p* : 0.3, respectively, determine the
acceleration of each block if P : 6 lb.

D-L9. Determine the maximum speed that the jeep can
travel over the crest of the hill and not lose contact with
the road.

Prob. D-19

D-20. A pilot weighs 150 lb and is traveling at a constant
speed of 120 ttls. Determine the normal force he exerts
on the seat of the plane when he is upside down at,4-
The loop has a radius of curvature of 400 ft.

Prob. D-20

D-27
havir
cienl

no sl

D-22
wher
diate
es pc

Prob. D-17

D-1& The block rests at a distance of 2 m from the center
of the platform. If the coefficient of static friction between
the block and the platform is p" : 0.3, determine the
maximum speed which the block can attain before it begins
to stp. Assume the angular motion of the disk is slowly
increasing.

Prob. D-18

20 lb



D-21. The sports car is traveling along a 30'banked road

having a radius of curvature of p : 599 ft' If the coeffi-

cient 
-of 

static friction between the tires and the road is

tr, : 0.2 determine the maximum safe speed for travel so

no slipping occurs' Neglect the size of the car'
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Chapter 1 -Review 
All Sections

D-23. A 15 000-lb freight car is pulled along a horizon-

tal track. If the car starts from rest and attains a velocity

of 40 ft/s after traveling a distance of 300 ft, determine the

total work done on the car by the towing force in this dis-

tance if the rolling frictional force between the car and

track is 80 lb.

D-24. The 20-lb block resting on the 30' inclined plane

is acted upon by a 40-lb force. If the block's initial velocity

is 5 ft/s dtwn t-he plane, determine its velocity after it has

traveied 10 ft down the plane' The coefficient of kinetic

friction between the block and the plane is Pt : O'2'

D-22. The 5-lb pendulum bob B is released lrom rest

when g : 0'. Determine the tension in string BC imme-

diately after it is released and rvhen the pendulum reach-

es point D, where 0 = 90".

llltl;, !)-2!

D-25. The 3-kg block is subjected to the action of the two

forces shown. tittre Utock starts from rest, determine the

distance it has moved when it attains a velocity of

10 m/s.The coefficient of kinetic friction between the block

and the surface is P"r : 9.2.

Prob. I)-24

0= 30'

l)rriir. []-12
I'rob. I)-25

100 N
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D-26. The 6-lb ball is to be fired from rest using a spring
having a stiffness of k : 401b/ft. Determine how far the
spring must be compressed so that when the ball reaches
a height of 8 ft it has a velocity of 6 ft/s.

D-28. The 5-lb collar is released from rest at A and
travels along the frictionless guide. Determine the speed
of the collar when it strikes the stop B. The spring has
an unstretched length of 0.5 ft.

Prob. D-28

D-29. The 2-kg collar is given a downward velocity of 4 m/s
when it is at.A. ffthe spring has an unstretched length of 1m
and a stiffrress of k : 30 N/m, determine the velocity of the
collarats: Lm.

Prob. D-29
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Prob. D-26

D-n. T\eZ-kg pendulum bob is released from rest when
it is at A. Determine the speed of the bob and the tension in
the cord when the bob passes through its lowest position, B.

Prob. D-27



Chapter 1 S-Review Sections 1 5'1-1 5'4

D-30. A 30-ton engine exerts a constant horizontal force

of 40( 103) lb on a train having three cars that have a total

weight of250 tons. If the rolling resistance is 10 lb per ton

for 6oth the engine and cars, determine how long it takes

to increase the speed of the train from 20 ft/s to 30 ft/s'

What is the driving force exerted by the engine wheels on

the tracks?

D-3L A 5-kg block is moving up a 30" inclined plane with

an initial velocity of 3 m/s lf the coefficient of kinetic friction

between the block and the plane is pp : 0'3, determine how

long a L00-N horizontal force must act on the block in order

to iicrease the velocity of the block to 10 m/s up the plane'

D-32. The 10lb block A attains a velocity of 1 ft/s in
5 seconds, starting from rest. Determine the tension in the

cord and the coeificient of kinetic friction between block

A and the horizontal plane. Neglect the weight of the pul-

ley. Block B has a weight of 8 lb.

A
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D-34. The two blocks have a coefficient of restitution of

e = 0.5. If the surface is smooth, determine the velocity of

each block after imPact.

5kg

Prob, D-34

2kg

D-35. A 6-kg disk ,4 has an initial velocity of

(u i r : 20 mls and strikes head-on disk B that has a mass

of i+ Xgand is originally at rest. If the collision is perfectly

elastic,-<letermine the speed of each disk after the collision

and the impulse which disk A imparts to disk -B'

D-36. Blocks A and B weigh 5 lb and 10 lb, respectively'

After striking block fl A slides 2 in' to the right, and B

slides 3 in. to the right. If the coefficient of kinetic friction

between the blocks and the surface is k : 0'2' determine

the coefficient of restitution between the blocks' Block B

is originally at rest.

Prob' D-36

D-37. Disk ,4 weighs 2 lb and is sliding on the smooth

horizontal plane with a velocity of 3 ft/s' Disk B weighs

11 lb and is initially at rest. If after the impact A has a velocity

of 1 ft/s, directed along the positive x axis, determine the

speed of disk B after imPact.

Prob. D-32

D-33. Determine the velocity of each block 10 seconds

after the blocks are released from rest. Neglect the mass

of the pulleys.

ue= 2 n:tls
---------*

Prob. D-33
Prob. I)-37
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Chapter 16-Review Sections 16.3, 15.Y16.7

D-38. If gear A is rotating clockwise with an angular
velocity of ara : 3 rad/s, determine the angular velocities
of gears B and C. Gear,B is one unit, having radii of 2 in.
and 5 in.

D-41. The center of the wheel has a velocity of 3 m/s.
At the same time,it is slipping and has a clockwise angular
velocity of. <'t : 2radls. Determine the velocity of point
/ at the instant shown.

Prob. D-41

D-42. A cord is wrapped around the inner core of the
gear and it is pulled with a constant velocity of.Z ftls.
Determine the velocity of the center of the gear, C.

D,
wi
A,

Prob. D-38

D-39. The spin drier of a washing machine has a

constant angular acceleration of.2revfs2, starting from
rest. Determine how many turns it makes in 10 seconds
and its angular velocity when / : 5 s.

D-,10. Starting from rest, point P on the cord has a
constant acceleration of 20ftlsz. Determine the angular
acceleration and angular velocity of the disk after it has
completed 10 revolutions. How many revolutions will the
disk turn after it has completed 10 revolutions and P
continues to move downward for 4 seconds longer?

D.
tht
anj

I a= 20 ftls2

t

Prob. D-4{l Prob. D-42



D-43. The center of the wheel is moving to the right
with a speed of.2 mls.If no slipping occurs at the ground,

A, determine the velocity of point B at the instant shown.

uo=2 m/s

Prob. D-43

D-4/. If the velocity of the slider block at B is2 ftls to
the left, compute the velocity of the block at A and the

angular velocity of the rod at the instant shown.
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D-45. Determine the angular velocity of link AB at the

instant shown.

Prob. D-45

D-4f,. When the slider block C is in the position shown,

the link AB has a clockwise angular velocity of 2 tadf s.

Determine the velocity of block C at this instant.

Prob. D-44 Prob. D-46
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D-4i|. The center of the pulley is being lifted vertically
with an acceleration of 3 m/s2, and at the instant shown
its velocity is 2 m/s. Determine the accelerations of points

A and B. Assume that the rope does not slip on the
pulley's surface.

Prob. D-47

D-48. At a given instant,the sliderblock,4 has the velocity
and deceleration shown. Determine the acceleration of
block B and the angular acceleration of the link at

this instant.

Prob. D-48

Chapter 17-Review All Sections

D-49. The 3500-lb car has a center of mass located at
G. Determine the normal reactions of both front and both
rear wheels on the road and the acceleration of the car
if it is rolling freely down the incline. Neglect the weight
of the wheels.

Prob. D-49

D-50. The 20-lb link -48 is pinned to a moving frame at
A and held in a vertical position by means of a string BC
which can support a maximum tension of 10 lb. Determine
the maximum acceleration of the link without breaking the
string. What are the corresponding components of reaction
at the pin,4?

Prob. D-50

D
D
at
at
a)!

D
tf

D

I<

\t

as=3 mJsz

un=2 ntls



D-51. The 50-lb triangular plate is released from rest.

Determine the initial angular acceleration of the plate

and the horizontal and vertical components of reaction

at B.The moment of inertia of the plate about the pinned

axis B is IB -- 2.30 slug'ft2.

Proh. D-51

D-52. The 20-kg slender rod is pinned at O. Determine
the reaction at O just after the cable is cut.

Prob. D-52

D-53. The 20-kg wheel has a radius of gyration of
Kc = 0.8 m. Determine the angular acceleration of the

wheel if no slipping occurs.

Revrew PnoeLeMs . 665

D-54. The 15-kg wheel has a wire wrapped around its
inner hub and is released from rest on the inclined plane,

for which the coefficient of kinetic friction is po : 9.1. 11

the centroidal radius of gyration of the wheel is k6 : 0'8 m,

determine the angular acceleration of the wheel.

Prob. D-54

D-55. The 2-kg gear is at rest on the surface of a gear

rack. If the rack is suddenly given an acceleration of
5 mls2, determine the initial angular acceleration of the

gear. The radius of gyration of the gear is ko : 6.3 -.

Prob. D-53 Prob. D-55
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Solutions and Answers

D-1., = + : t.5t2 + 4lt=z : r7.5 ft/s Ans.
dt
du

" 
: 

; 
: 3tlt=t : 9ftls2 Ans'

D-2. (30)2 : (0)2 + 2d(100 - 0)

a : 4.5 mlsz Ans.

D-3. , =+:36t2 + 4t +31,=2:155m/s
dt
du

" - d.t - 
t'

, : 11+tz - z) dt
4"o:ar'_Zt+Cl

': J(i" -zt+c,)at
Lr:Jr"-f+CJ+Cz

/:0,s:-2,C2:-2
t :2, s : -20,Ct: -9.67
t:4,s:28.7m Ans.

f-+s:,to + ?-,ot

10:0 + oacos30't
1+1s:.ro+?ot +)a,t2

3 : 1.5 * o4 sin 30" r + !{-n.tt),,
t : 0.933, a6: 72.4mf s Ans.

1):Ug*art
r,:0 + l2(2) :24mls

dv
o, = i :27t21,=2: 84 m/s

D'8. a' : g

u2an: o: 1.5 : 
2501 

u : l9.4mls Ans.

D'9. a,:2mlsz
,u2 (6)'on:L:;:I.20mls2

(2)2 + (I.20)z :2.33m1s2 Ans.

D-10. a, :#:i6+#-f = r44ookmthz

a2 (50)'
an: L: 

* 
: 4167 kmlhz

D-4.

D-7.

D'll. a,: 3 cos 40 : 2.30 mls2 Ans.

u2 (25\2
o,: 

ir 
3 sin 40' = ;, 

p : 324m Ans.

D-12. va: vB * valp

-20cos45"i + 20sin45'j :65i + va16

ve/a: -79.I4i + l4.t4j

vetn : *79.14)2 + (14.14)2: 80.4 km/h Ans.
A,q,: 8n * aa/n
,2:0\2 (20\2

nf cos45"i + nfsin45"i: 1200i + aols

at/t: 1628i + 2828j

oo1" :;ffatf + lzszsf :3.2600\kmfh2 Ans.

D-13. 4sa -r s, : 1

ap: -4ae: -4(-2)
D-14. +f 2Fr: mar; 170 -

+ J>4, : mayi I53 -

D-15. Block B.'
+J >4, : mavi4(9.81) - T : 4a

Block A.'
d >4 = *o,;T :2a
T : 13.1N, a: 6.54mlsz Ans.

(L4.4)2 + (4.16T2 103 : 15.0(103; tcmTtr2

Ans.

: 8 m/s Ans.

tss = r53 
o

32.2
a:3.58ft1s2 | Ans.

tlo = t53 
o'

32.2

a' :4.84ft1s2 ! Ans.

a:

D-5.

D-6.

,:fe4Y+W:Bl.4mls Ans.

-4.(+)s:s0+?)0r

^(i) 
:0.,(;)'

(+l), : so * ast +|a"tz

-^(;) :, .,(i), + ){-sst),,
t:5.10s
R:76.5m Ans.



D-19. +J >4 : man; m(32.2) = ^(*)
u : 89.7 ftls Ans.

D-16. Block A.'

+J >F : rnavtl5(9.81) - T : -l5a
Block -B:

+J :r, = ma;,25(9.81) - T = 25a

a : 2.45 mf s2, T : 184 N Ans.

D-17. Blocks A and B:

$ >4 : ntax; O : fi": a = 2.76ftls2

Check if slipping occurs between A and B.

$>4 =mo,i6_ F:fifr.rult
F = 4.291b < 0.4(20) :8lb
aA : aB : 2.76 mlsz Ans.

o,2 ,,2
D-18. 2Fn: ^"-, (0.3)m(9.81) : *;

u :2.43mls Ans.

Solurtorus ar.ro Ar.rswens . 667

D-23. T1 * 2Uy 2: T2

o + u, 2 - so(3oo) : j(ff)r*l'
ur-z : 397(103) ft'lb Ans.

D-24. T1 r 2U1-2: T2

l/20\
,\tu)GY + 40(10) -

(0.2)(20 cos 30")(10) + 20(10 sin 30') : iG")*
u : 39.0 ft/s Ans.

D-25. +1>4, : mayNtt * 100 sin20'- 10 - 3(9.81) :0
Nr, : 5.23 N
T1 "l 2U;2: T2

0 + (100cos20')d - 0.2(s.23)(t: Jt:ltrolt
d:1.6Im Ans.

D-26. Tt + Vt: T2 * V2

o + ;(40)(x)' 
::(*)(6)2 + 6(8)

x : 1.60 ft Ans.

D-27. TA + VA: T6 i V6

o - 2(e.81)(1 .s1 : )p1p")' + 0

aa: 5.42mls Ans.

+T >4, : tnaniT - 2(9.81, : ,(Y)
f :58.9N Ans.

D-28. TA + VA: T6 * Vs
I

o + ;G)(2.5 - o.s)' + 5(2.s)

: l(-L),," + lrqr 1 - o.s)2
z\zz'z ) "' 2 \ '/ \' "'" t

ua : 16.0 ftls Ans.

D-29. Tt + vr: T2-t V2

|ruroF +){zo)tz - r)'
1-1: ){4t4'- 2(e.81)(r) + ;(30)(vs - 1)'z

o: 5.26mls Ans

D-20. +J >4, : *o,;150 + Np: #(#)
Np : I7 '7 lb Ans

D-21. 42Fn: 
^n,;N. 

sin 30" + 0.2 N.cos zo": n !500

+f )f'6 : 0;

N. cos 30o - 0.2 N, sin 30' - m(32.2) : 0

a : Il9 ftls Ans.

D-22. At B:

+>F. : naa,, : (*)(9 = o Ans

In the general position,

+.v 2F, : mantr _ 5 sin, : (*)(+)
\+>n:mari5cosg:#(#)

ln" uo.o cos o rto : f' u a,jo Jo

u : r1..3 ftls,
When 0 : 90';
Z : 15 lb Atts.
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D-30. Three cars:
j>m\ + >JF dt: muz

250r2000): (20) + 4o(lo')(r) - ro(250)r
32.2

_ 2s0(2000) 
(30)

32.2
t:4.14s Ans.

Engine:
l> mut + >,lF dt : maz

30r2000)' '(20) + F(4.14\ -32.2
10(30) (4.14)

30(2000):-#(30)

D-32.

F : 48001b Ans.

+\ )F, : 0;

Nb - 5(9.81) cos 30o - 100 sin 30" : 0
Nb : 92.48 N
*7 mq + >"lF' dt: muz

5(3) + (100 cos 30')r - 5(9.8i) sin 30'(t) -
0.3(92.48)t: s(10)

t=1..02s .Aris

Block B:

(+!)mu1 + IFdt=mu2
80+8(s)-r(s) :ru(t)

T : 7.951b Arrs.

Block A:

1!1mq + IF dt : mu2

0 + 7.es(s) - pp(10)(s) = *f tl' 32.2', '
1-r'p: 0-789 Atts.

2sa * s6: I
LUA _ UB

+[ m(u)1+ JF dt : m(u/)z
0 + 10(e.8i)(10) - 2r(10) : t0(u)2
+[m(u)1+ IFdt:m(ud2
0 + s0(e.81)(10) - 7(10) : 50(o6)2
7:70.iN
(aiz : -42.0 mls = 42.0 mls I Ans.
(ailz: 84.1 m/s ! Ans.

!)mt\: 2muz, 5(2) - 2(5) : 5(uiz + 2(u)2
r @il2- @iz ^- @dz- Qz)z

..!---

(ur), -(udi"'" 2-(-s)
@,z: -1 m/s : L m/s - Ans.
(rt), = 2.5 mf s+ Ans.

D-35. !')m\: 2muzt 6(20) + 0 : 6(u)2 + 24(u)2
-L Qd, - Qiz Qdz - @o),

" (u), - (uu)'' ' 20 - 0

(aiz: -I2mls: l2mls- Ans.
(or)r:8m/s- Arts.

Disk A:

mu1 + IFdt:mu2;
6(20) - IF dt: -6(1,2)
IFdt:192N.s Ans.

D-36. After collision: Z1 + 2Up2: T2

l/ s \ . /)\
;lh)Qni-ozotl',) =o

(u)z = 1,.465 ttls
r/ro\ . /3\-r -- ri/,,\r_0.2(10){ ;l=0z\lz.z)\"a)' \rr/
(uu), : 1.794 ftls
2mu1 : 2ma2

5

,u@i, + o :
(u1)1 : 5.054

@il2- (uiz
@;i,r- (udt

D-37. 2m(a,)1 : 2m(tt,)2
2tl

0 + 0: ,U(t) + 
,U(un.)z

(un)z : -0.1818 ftls
2m(ur)t: 2m(ay)z
2ll

,UQ)+0:0+rU@st)z
(ou), : 0.545 ftls

@)z: (-0.1818)2 + (0.545)2 = 0.575 ftf s Ans

D-38. roa(s) : 3(a)
ata = 2.40 rad/s \ .Arrs.

,cQ) :2.40(2)
ac:l.60tadfs) Ans.

D-39. 0=00+tusr+la,f
1g : o + o + 
;(2)(10)2 

: 100rev 
Ans.

a:a11 ld.rt
r,.r:0 + 2(5): lOrev/s Ans.

D

D-31.

fio.outl + fil.ts+)
r.794 - 1.465 :0.0652 Ans

5.054 - 0

D-33.

D-34.



{ r::

a, 20
D-40. " 

:+ :; = lorad/s2 Ans'

10 rev = 20n tad
t2=ri+Za,(o-os)
a2:0+2(10)(202r-0)
a = 35.4 radls Ans

o = oo-r ast + 
f,a,P

g : o + 3s.4(4) + f1ro)1+)'z -- 222rad
'2'

222
e = --:: : 35.3 rev. Ans'-2r

D-41. va:vc1'roxr4lg
vai=3i+(-2k)x(-O'si)
ae=2m/s+ Ans'

D-42. vA: YB 1- a x rn13

zi:o+ (-ok) x (l'sj)
a; : 1.33 rad/s /
vC:rt1+aXtao
'.i=o+(-1.33k)x(1i)ac : 1.33 ftls--'> Atrs'

D-43. Yo=Y.tlooxrsla
2i:0+ (-r''rk) x 1'5j

a = 1.33 rad/s )
YB=Yo1-aXr61P

"u':Zi"+ 1-f '::ft)"x- (1'5 cos 30'i + 1'5 sin 30'i)

vs : {3i - 1.73j} m/s Ans

D-M. YA: YB * to x ralB
_ uej: -2i + ak x (-3i - 4j)

oa : 1.5 ft/s I Ans'

ro : 0.5 rad/s \ Ans'

D-45. uc = 4(0'6) -- 2'4mfs+
YB:tlc+@X-rBrc
-1113 sin 30' i + o6 cos 30" j" :-i.$+ (r,r66.k) x (-0.6i)

ua = 4'80 m/s \ a'r66' : 693 tadls )
4'80 :4radls\ Ans.,oo= 0.61rin30. -rus/v I

Solurtons nno Aruswens ' 669

D-46. us = 2(1.5) : 3 m/s \
Yc:vB*toXtgll
-aci :3 cos 45o i - 3 sin 45" j

+ (ark) x (L'5 cos 45' i - 1'5 sin 45' j)
ac:4.24m|s I Ans
ot : 2tadls J

'Dp 2
D-47. ,:2: *:5rad/sJ

as3
" = #: *:7'5radlsz )

:-e:r^a+rrXtlls-'zrela

^,o:3i 
+ (-7'sk) x (-0'4i) - (s)z(-0'4i)

a,1 : {-3i + 13j} m/s2 Ans'

ae = 3mlsz Ans'

D-48. YB:Yal roxts14
'lrriJ -6i + clk'i (3cos45'i + 3sin45"i)
, :-Z.gZgrad/sJ, an: 6fils I
AB:r ei.aXtsla-"'rlo
_-asi :2i + (ck) x (3 cos 45' i + 3 sin 45" i)

-(2.82q2 (3 cos 45" i + 3 sin 45" i)
aa:3l.9ftlszI Atrs'

a:7.06radlsz ) Atts'

D-49. +/ >F, : m(ac),:3500 sin ZO" --ffiac
ac : 11'0 ftlsz Ans'

+\ >r, : m(a;)r; N,{ + NB - 35oocos2o' : o

\,+ 2Mc: 0; N3(4) - Na(3) : g

Ne : 1879Ib Ang
Nr : 1410Ib Ans

D-so. \+ zM,t: 2(M)e;ro(J)izl : #.^ts,
a: 19.32ftlsz Ans

$ >4 : m(a(;),;A. + ro(;) = fir'n't'l
A,: 6lb Ans'

+t >{,, = m(a6)r; Ay - 20+ ro(l) = o

Ay: lZlV Ans'
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Chal

IL
7L

IL
x2.

x2.

7T

x2.

xl-1

l2-1

xz-:

x2-.

72--.

72-*.

xl
x!-:

72:.

12:.

xL:.

72:

XL:

x2-

xL-

XL

xL-

72-

x2-

xr-

l2-

72-

IL
7L

7L

7I
x2.

7T

x2.

72

D-51. tlt + >Mu: 16a;50(1) : 2.30a
a :21.7 rad/s2 Ans.

/ t \,. : (.*;0, )Qr.7) 
:25.rmls2

$ >4 : m(ac),t

t, : (#)25'1 sin 3o' : 1e'5 rb Ans'

+1 >4, : m(a6)r;

D-54. +\ >F', : 0; Na - 15(9.81)cos 45' : 0;

Na : 104.1N
a6: a(0.3)

\,+ 2Mn: 2(M*)n: (0.1)(1M.1)(1.s5) -
15(9.81) sin 45"(0.3) : -15(0.8)2a - 1s(a6)(0.3)

ac : 0.413 mls2

a : l.3Sradlsz Ans.

$ >4 : m(ac)*; Fa:2a6
\,+ 2Mo : Icai FA(0.4) : 2(0.3)za

Lrq.: 8G * a. X Sa16 - ,2r1rc
5i -- a6i + (ak) x (-0.4j) - 0

5:ac+0.4a
r; : 3.60 N
ao:1.80mlsz
a : Sradlsz Ans.

By - so : -(#)"'l cos 30". D'ss'

By: 16.2tA Ans.

l+ 2Mo: I*i
2o(e.s1)(o.s) : llfrltri' + zo1o.s;,]o

a:4.90radls2 Ans.

No slipping, so that
a6: !-25a

\,+ 2 M e : 2 (M ) e; 20(9.81 )sin 20" (1.25)
: 20(0.8)2a + (20a)(t.2s)

a:"J..X)radlsz Ans.

ac:2.38m1s?


